
The gathering foot is used in coordination with the 

feed dogs in your machine to create small gathers in 

your fabric. This foot is specially designed to  

allow the fabric to bunch together as it is fed  

underneath. Using the gathering foot is a great  

alternative to gathering by hand. It will allow you to 

gather quicker, and more efficiently— no more  

pulling threads!  

There are two types of gathering feet  

available. One style has a slot on the  

bottom of the foot that you slide the fabric 

into when you’re sewing more than one lay-

er. The other style of gathering foot does not 

have a slot, so you just guide the fabric  

underneath it. You may also notice in this  

picture that the foot on the left has the shank 

attached, while the one on the right is snap-

on. This will vary depending on the  

manufacturer.  



To create fuller gathering,  

increase both your tension and 

stitch length. As you increase 

your tension, your gathers will be-

come fuller. As you increase your 

stitch length, more fabric will be 

pulled into each stitch, creating 

more gathers.  

Recommended tension settings 

are between 4-7.Because all  

fabrics are different, it is best to 

do a test first. Play around  

using different stitch lengths. Take 

a look at these samples to see 

how tension and stitch length af-

fect the gathers.  



1. Attach the foot to your ma-

chine. Follow manufacturer's in-

structions.  

2. Adjust your tension and stitch length to your desired settings. 

Here, the tension is set at 7 and the stitch length is at 4.5. The set-

tings that you choose will depend on how gathered you would 

like your fabric to be. Remember - increase the tension and 

stitch length to create more gathers.  

3. Load your fabric under-

neath the foot. Unlike tradi-

tional gathering, you'll want to 

backstitch when you start 

stitching.  

4. Guide your fabric under the foot as you sew. You do not want 

to push or pull on the fabric - let the foot do all the work! You 

should see the gathers forming as the fabric passes under the 

foot. Be sure to keep your seam allowance in mind.  

5. Don’t forget to backstitch 

at the end! 

6. You’re done! 

Admire your 

beautiful gathers! 



The gathering foot is used to create gentle 

gathers in fabric, while the ruffler is an  

attachment that creates pleats rather than 

gathers. A gathering foot is controlled by  

using your tension and stitch length setting, 

while the ruffler has adjustments that can be 

made to control how many pleats are  

created.  



The easiest way to make sure that you're getting a foot that is guaranteed to 

work with your machine is to use our website, www.poconosewandvac.com, 

and type your machine model into our search bar. Then, you can view all 

parts and accessories that are 

compatible with your machine.  
 

You can also use the quick links 

below. If using the links, be sure to 

use the compatibility checker to 

make sure the foot will work with 

your model.  

http://www.poconosewandvac.com
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/janome-gathering-foot-9mm
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/janome-gathering-foot
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/janome-gathering-foot-fl
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/janome-gathering-shirring-foot-1600p
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/brother-gathering-foot-low
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/brother-gathering-foot-high
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/brother-gathering-foot-pq
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/baby-lock-gathering-foot-blq2
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/baby-lock-gathering-foot
https://www.poconosewandvac.com/products/presser-feet/baby-lock-gathering-foot-blqp

